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Abstract
Algorithmic skeletons are ready-made parallel computation patterns. Since each skeleton can be evaluated ef-
ﬁciently on parallel computation environments, we can develop eﬃcient parallel programs only by specifying our
computation by a combination of skeletons. Although eﬀectiveness of algorithmic skeletons, especially those manip-
ulating arrays and lists, is now well-recognized, those for trees of unbounded degree have not been ﬁrmly established.
Most of the existing studies transform them to binary trees through preprocessing. But this approach is not practical.
The transformation not only makes developments of parallel programs diﬃcult but also aﬀects the performance of the
parallel programs developed.
In this paper, we propose a parallel tree contraction algorithm named Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm. It is
generalization of the Shunt contraction algorithm, which has been used as the algorithmic basis of the binary-tree
skeletons, and inherits several good properties such as scalability with respect to the number of processors and sim-
plicity of the implementation. Moreover, it can deal with arbitrary trees and requires no modiﬁcation of their shapes.
Our preliminary experiments show that our algorithm leads to an implementation of the tree reduction, one of the most
important tree skeletons, that is easier to use and more eﬃcient than the previous method based on the transformation
to binary trees.
Keywords: Algorithmic Skeletons, Trees, Parallel Tree Contraction
1. Introduction
Algorithmic skeletons [1] (also known as parallel skeletons) are ready-made parallel computation patterns. Since
each skeleton can be evaluated eﬃciently on parallel computation environments, we can develop eﬃcient parallel pro-
grams only by specifying our computation by a combination of skeletons. Now eﬀectiveness of algorithmic skeletons,
especially those manipulating arrays and lists, is well-recognized. Familiar frameworks such as Google’s MapRe-
duce [2] and Intel R© Threading Building Blocks [3] provide parallel skeletons.
Algorithmic skeletons for trees have been also considered. Skillicorn et al. [4, 5] proposed tree skeletons, and
Matsuzaki et al. implemented a set of tree skeletons in parallel skeleton library SkeTo [6]. Yet, most researches
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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consider binary trees, and only a few discussed trees of unbounded degree. This is not satisfactory because most of
the applications of trees, such as tree maps (i.e., dictionaries) and syntax trees, could be nonbinary. Above all, XML
documents, which would be the most important trees in parallel computation, can be arbitrary shapes.
One of the most diﬃcult parts in developing tree skeletons is to provide their eﬃcient parallel evaluation algo-
rithms. Concerning parallel evaluation, tree skeletons rely on parallel tree contraction algorithms [7, 8]. There is a
simple and eﬃcient parallel tree contraction algorithm for binary trees, called the Shunt contraction algorithm [8, 9,
10], but there appears to be no parallel tree contraction algorithms that are practical and can deal with arbitrary trees.
The standard method of dealing with nonbinary trees in parallel tree contraction is to transform the trees to binary
trees [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] (sometimes called “binarization”), and indeed, Matsuzaki et al. [15] proposed an imple-
mentation of generic tree skeletons based on binarization. Their skeletons ﬁrst transform the input tree to full binary
trees and then perform parallel computations by using binary-tree skeletons. Apparently such an approach has several
shortcomings. First, binarization is costly, especially when we would like to combine the skeletons with other com-
putations. Second, binarization makes trees larger and thus requires more computational resources. Moreover, use of
binary-tree skeletons on nonbinary trees is inconvenient. We should provide operators that simulate computations of
generic trees on binary trees, and necessity of such unnatural operators does not only make development of parallel
programs hard but also aﬀects performance.
In order to overcome these problems, we propose a parallel tree contraction algorithm named Rake-Shunt con-
traction algorithm. It is a generalization of the Shunt contraction algorithm, and inherits several good properties
such as scalability with respect to the number of processors and simplicity of the implementation. Moreover, it has a
distinctive feature that it can deal with arbitrary trees but requires no modiﬁcation of their shapes.
Although the algorithm brings neither new computational bounds nor new parallelizable problems, it would be
useful for providing practical implementations based on parallel tree contraction, including those for generic tree
skeletons. Indeed, our preliminary experiments show that our algorithm leads to an implementation of the tree reduc-
tion, one of the most important tree skeletons, that is easier to use and more eﬃcient than the previous binarization-
based method.
2. Preliminary
2.1. Trees and Basic Notations
As the input, we consider rooted trees each of whose node could have unbounded number of children. Nodes that
have no children are called leaves, and internal nodes otherwise. We call nodes that have no sibling solitary.
In order to provide eﬃcient implementation of our algorithm, we assume that the input tree is structured as follows.
All of its nodes are stored in an array. Each node has three pointers: one to its ﬁrst child, another to its next sibling,
and the other to its “previous” node: each ﬁrst child has a pointer to its parent, and other nodes have those to their
previous sibling. In addition, each node can store a value. This is a standard implementation of nonbinary trees by
using adjacency lists.
We adopt EREW-PRAM (Exclusive-Read Exclusive-Write Parallel Random Access Machines) as the model of
our parallel computation. We use p and n to denote the number of processors and the size of the input tree (i.e., the
number of nodes in the tree), respectively.
We use the lambda notations for representing functions. For example, (λx y. x + y) is the function that calculates
the sum of its two operands.
2.2. Parallel Tree Contraction
Tree contraction [7, 8] is a problem to collapse a tree by successive applications of primitive contraction opera-
tions. An eﬃcient parallel tree contraction algorithm leads to several eﬃcient parallel algorithms on trees because it
provides eﬃcient and conﬂict-free scheduling of gathering values in the tree.
Figure 1 shows the three primitive contraction operations. Rake is an operation applied to a leaf, and eliminates it.
Compress is applied to a solitary node and eliminates it. Shunt is applicable for a node that has exactly one sibling, and
performs consecutive applications of Rake and Compress. The original parallel tree contraction algorithm, developed
by Miller and Reif [7], was based on Rake and Compress. Later some researchers [9, 10] pointed out that Shunt
leads to a simple and eﬃcient parallel tree contraction on binary trees.
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Figure 1: Primitive contraction operations applied to the gray-colored nodes: Rake (left), Compress (middle), and Shunt (right).
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Figure 2: A behavior of Procedure 1: It describes an iteration of Steps (2a)–(2c): the dashed box speciﬁes the leaves to which contraction operations
are applied to at the step.
3. Rake-Shunt Contraction Algorithm
Here we propose the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm. It consists of successive applications of Rake and Shunt
operations. We call a Shunt operation Shunt-L if it is applied to the left leaf, and Shunt-R otherwise. Similarly, we
call a Rake operation Rake-L/Rake-R if it merges the value of a leaf to its right/left sibling, respectively. It is worth
noting that Shunt-L/Shunt-R are successive applications of Rake-L/Rake-R and Compress.
We assume that the input contains no solitary node; otherwise, we can make it binary by inserting a “dummy” leaf
as its sibling. Dummy leaves are used only for scheduling and do not aﬀect any computation. This assumption is for
simplicity of explanation. Later we will show that it is not necessary to introducing dummy leaves.
The following is the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm. This is a generalization of the Shunt contraction algorithm
in the sense that the two algorithms are identical when the input is a full binary tree. We depict its behavior in Figure 2.
Procedure 1 (Rake-Shunt Contraction Algorithm).
1. Number all leaves from left to right starting from 1.
2. Iterate Steps (2a)–(2c) until the tree becomes a leaf.
(a) For all odd-numbered leaves having right siblings, apply Shunt-L if possible or Rake-L otherwise.
(b) For all odd-numbered leaves, apply Shunt-R if possible or Rake-R otherwise.
(c) Halve all the numbers.
In parallel tree contraction, we should avoid conﬂicts of contraction operations. For example, if we simultaneously
apply Compress operations to both a node and its child, the tree structure will be broken. To avoid conﬂicts, the Shunt
contraction algorithm [8, 9, 10] numbers leaves and apply Shunt operations separately to left and right leaves. We
followed this approach.
In addition, we should be careful about implementation of Shunt operations. Figure 3 shows a critical case.
The input tree is the one in the middle, and then, we apply a Shunt-L and a Rake-L operations to leaves 1 and 3,
respectively. If the Shunt-L operation removes the parent of 1, as in Figure 1, then the left tree is resulted in. Since
our tree is implemented by a doubly-linked adjacency lists, we should set the previous node of leaf 4 to be leaf 2;
however, there is no way of knowing that the parent of leaf 2 is eliminated. In order to avoid this problem, we adopt
another implementation, which results in the right tree in Figure 3: we eliminate the sibling instead of the parent. This
implementation does not raise any dangerous pointer manipulations, even if the sibling has children.
Lemma 1. Procedure 1 does not cause any conﬂicting applications of contraction operations; namely, no contraction
operations will read/write values/addresses from nodes that are to be eliminated in the same step.
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Figure 3: Critical applications of primitive contraction operations: the left describe the case where Shunt-L removes the parent, and the right
describes the case where Shunt-L removes the sibling.
Proof. First of all, note that throughout the procedure, leaves are numbered from left to right starting from 1.
Here we only consider Step (2a). The case of Step (2b) is similar.
It is easy to see that two Rake-L operations do not conﬂict.
The reason that two Shunt-L operations do not conﬂict is the same as the case of binary trees [9, 10]. Assume
that two Shunt-L operations to leaves n1 and n2 conﬂict. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the Shunt-L
operation for n2 tries to access a node that is to be eliminated by the Shunt-L operation for n1. The only possibility
is that the parent of n2 is the sibling of n1. However, it cannot occur because both the number of n1 and n2 should be
odd, whereas no other leaf exists between them.
Lastly, we assume that a Shunt-L operation to leaf n1 conﬂicts with a Rake-L operation to n2. There are two cases.
(i) the Shunt-L operation tries to access a node that is to be eliminated by the Rake-L. Rake-L cannot eliminate the
parent of n1 because the Rake-L operation eliminates n2 that is a leaf. Therefore, the only possibility is that n2 is the
sibling of n1. Apparently, it contradicts the fact that both n1 and n2 are odd valued. (ii) the Rake-L operation tries
to access a node that is to be eliminated by the Shunt-L. Because of the requirement of applying Shunt-L, the only
possibility is applying Rake-L to the ﬁrst child of the right sibling of n1. This cannot occur because of exactly the
same reason as the case of two Shunt-L operations.
Note that it does not raise any conﬂict to determine which of Shunt-L and Rake-L we should apply, because it
only access the nodes that possibly concern the contraction operations.
Theorem 2. Procedure 1 ﬁnishes in time O(n/p + logn).
Proof. Correctness of Procedure 1 follows from Lemma 1.
Step (1) ﬁnishes in the required time by using the list-ranking algorithm in combination with the Euler-tour tech-
nique [8]. It is suﬃcient to iterate Step (2) log2 n times, because each iteration of Steps (2a)–(2c) eliminates all
odd-numbered leaves and the procedure terminates when all leaves but one are eliminated. Based on this observation,
the computational complexity follows from Brent’s scheduling theorem [16].
Avoidance of Introducing Dummy Leaves
The Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm does not require any modiﬁcation on the shape of input trees as prepro-
cessing, because it is actually unnecessary to introduce dummy leaves. Dummy leaves are only used for scheduling
applications of Shunt operations. We can simulate this scheduling by appropriately numbering solitary nodes, instead
of dummy leaves, and apply Compress operations to parents of odd-numbered solitary nodes.
To be concrete, we reﬁne the algorithm as follows. In Step (1), we number all leaves and solitary nodes. The
numbering should be in-order, and each solitary leaf should have two numbers. In Step (2a), we deal with each node
that has an odd-number, say k, and satisﬁes either (i) it has a right sibling, or (ii) it is solitary leaf and numbered by
both k and k + 1. We deal with the other odd-numbered nodes in Step (2b).
4. Implementing Tree Reductions by Rake-Shunt Contraction Algorithm
4.1. Tree Reductions
In order to demonstrate eﬀectiveness of the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm, here we propose an implementation
of tree reductions [5, 14, 15], which is one of the most important tree skeletons.
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A tree reduction on unbounded-degree trees gathers values by using two operators, say ⊗ and ⊕: It merges the
value of siblings by ⊕, and calculates the contribution of children by ⊗. reduce⊕,⊗ denotes the tree reduction by ⊕ and
⊗ as follows.
reduce⊕,⊗(Node(v, [ ])) = v
reduce⊕,⊗(Node(v, [t1, . . . , tk])) = v ⊗ (reduce⊕,⊗(t1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ reduce⊕,⊗(tk))
Here Node(v, [t1, . . . , tk]) denotes a tree whose root retains value v and children t1, . . . , tk, and hence, Node(v, [ ])) is a
leaf that consists of value v. We assume ⊕ to be associative.
4.2. Tree Reduction by Merging Partial Computations
The Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm gathers values in the tree according to the primitive contraction operations;
therefore, in order to implement a tree reduction, we should decompose its calculation to computations that correspond
to the primitive contraction operations, namely Rake and Compress. The computations merge the value of the node
that is to be eliminated into that of either its sibling (Rake-L/Rake-R) or its children (Compress), and put it to the node
left.
It is easy to develop the one that corresponds to Rake-L/Rake-R operations merging two leaves: calculate v1 ⊕ v2
where v1 and v2 are the values in the leaves merged. The diﬃcult case is that the sibling is an internal node. We cannot
calculate the value of the sibling until the subtree rooted by the sibling is completely reduced.
The key is to consider merging partial computations. Note that internal nodes represent not values but partial
computations. More concretely, an internal node having a value v corresponds to a function
(λx l r. l ⊕ (v ⊗ x) ⊕ r),
where x, l, and r respectively express the contribution of its children, the left siblings, and the right siblings. Then, if
a Rake-L operation is applied to its left sibling that has vl, the partial computation should be updated to the following.
(λx l r. l ⊕ vl ⊕ (v ⊗ x) ⊕ r)
We do not want to retain very large partial computations, and thus, we would like to shrink them as much as
possible. For example, if another left sibling consisting of v′l joins to the node above, we have
(λx l r. l ⊕ v′l ⊕ vl ⊕ (v ⊗ x) ⊕ r),
which can be shrunk to
(λx l r. l ⊕ v∗l ⊕ (v ⊗ x) ⊕ r)
where v∗l = v
′
l ⊕ vl. Similarly, we may try to shrink the partial computations in the case of Compress. If we are able
to perform these shrinking, the tree reduction can be eﬃciently implemented by using the Rake-Shunt contraction
algorithm.
Theorem 3. reduce⊕,⊗ can be calculated in O(n/p+ logn) time by Procedure 1, provided that ⊕ and ⊗ are constant-
time operations, ⊕ is associative, and there exists a constant-time function ρ⊕,⊗ such that ρ⊕,⊗(a, b, c; a′, b′, c′) =
(a∗, b∗, c∗) implies that (λx. a ⊕ (b ⊗ x) ⊕ c) ◦ (λx. a′ ⊕ (b′ ⊗ x) ⊕ c′) = (λx. a∗ ⊕ (b∗ ⊗ x) ⊕ c∗).
Proof. In what follows, we regard the associated value as the identiﬁer of the node.
Initially, we associate each internal node v with function (λx. ι⊕ ⊕ (v⊗ x)⊕ ι⊕), where ι⊕ is the unit of ⊕. Note that
even if ⊕ does not have the unit, we can introduce it by providing an additional ﬂag that denotes whether the value is
the unit.
Next, we apply the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm. In each primitive contraction operation, we update the
associated values as follows. We omit the cases of Rake-R because they are very similar to those of Rake-L.
• When Rake-L is applied to leaf v and its left sibling is leaf v′, associate the leaf left with v ⊕ v′.
• When Rake-L is applied to leaf v and its left sibling is internal node (λx. a ⊕ (b ⊗ x) ⊕ c), associate the internal
node left with (λx. a′ ⊕ (b ⊗ x) ⊕ c), where a′ = v ⊕ a.
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• When Compress is applied to solitary node (λx. a⊕ (b⊗ x)⊕ c) and its child is leaf v, associate the leaf left with
v′ where v′ = a ⊕ (b ⊗ v) ⊕ c.
• When Compress is applied to solitary node (λx. a⊕(b⊗ x)⊕c) and its child is internal node (λx. a′ ⊕(b′ ⊗ x)⊕c′),
associate the internal node left with (λx. a∗ ⊕ (b∗ ⊗ x) ⊕ c∗) where (a∗, b∗, c∗) = ρ⊕,⊗(a, b, c; a′, b′, c′).
Correctness of the computation is evident, and the computational complexity follows from Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 provides an implementation of reduce⊕,⊗. This implementation brings parallel computation if we
succeed in developing ρ⊕,⊗.
4.3. Example 1: Maximum Path Weight
Now let us demonstrate use of Theorem 3. The ﬁrst example is the maximum path weight problem. We would
like to ﬁnd the maximum-weighted path from the root to a leaf, where the weight of a path is the sum of values on the
path. This is a kind of problem of ﬁnding the critical path.
It is easy to specify the problem as a tree reduction: reduce↑,+, where ↑ is the binary maximum operator. Therefore,
according to Theorem 3, we consider partial computations of the form, (λx. a ↑ (b+x) ↑ c). Note that ↑ is commutative;
thus, for this problem, simpler (λx. a ↑ (b + x)) should be suﬃcient.
Now let us conﬁrm the premise of Theorem 3.
(λx. a ↑ (b + x)) ◦ (λx. a′ ↑ (b′ + x)) = { function composition }
(λx. a ↑ (b + (a′ ↑ (b′ + x))))
= { u + (v ↑ w) = ((u + v) ↑ (u + w)) }
(λx. a ↑ (b + a′) ↑ (b + b′ + x))
= { simpliﬁcation }
(λx. a∗ ↑ (b∗ + x)) where a∗ = a ↑ (b + a′) and b∗ = b + b′
The reasoning gives the deﬁnition of ρ↑,+, which takes only four arguments in this case: ρ↑,+(a, b; a′, b′) = (a ↑
(b + a′), b + b′). Therefore, by associating two values for each internal node, we can compute the maximum path
weight eﬃciently in parallel.
It is worth noting that in the reasoning above, we only used algebraic properties of ↑ and +, namely, the asso-
ciativity and commutativity of ↑, the associativity of +, and the distributivity of + over ↑. Note that they are exactly
the properties of semirings. In other words, the same evaluation schema is applicable to any tree reduction that is
speciﬁed by a semiring.
4.4. Maximum Subtree Sum
The other example is the maximum subtree sum problem. We would like to calculate the maximum weight of a
subtree, and the weight is the sum of values in the subtree. This problem is a kind of query of extracting the most
meaningful part.
It is not diﬃcult to express the maximum subtree sum by a tree reduction. Since we also need to calculate
weights of subtrees, the reduction yields two values: reduce⊕,⊗ where (m1, s1) ⊕ (m2, s2) = (m1 ↑ m2, s1 + s2) and
v ⊗ (m, s) = ((v + s) ↑ m, v + s). The ﬁrst component retains the maximum subtree sum, whereas the second is the
weight of the subtree. We update the maximum subtree sum when the weight of the subtree is larger than the current
candidate of the maximum.
It is easy to see associativity of ⊕; moreover, ⊕ is commutative. Thus, it is suﬃcient to consider (λx. a ⊕ (b ⊗ x)).
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We derive ρ⊕,⊗ as follows.
(λx. (ma, sa) ⊕ (b ⊗ x)) ◦ (λx. (ma′ , sa′ ) ⊕ (b′ ⊗ x))
= { function composition }
(λx. (ma, sa) ⊕ (b ⊗ ((ma′ , sa′ ) ⊕ (b′ ⊗ x))))
= { let (mx, sx) = x; deﬁnitions of ⊕ and ⊗ }
(λ(mx, sx). (ma ↑ (b + sa′ + b′ + sx) ↑ ma′ ↑ (b′ + sx) ↑ mx, sa + b + sa′ + b′ + sx))
= { simpliﬁcation by using algebraic properties of ↑ and + }
(λ(mx, sx). ((ma ↑ ma′ ) ↑ (((b + sa′ + b′) ↑ b′) + sx) ↑ mx, (sa + b + sa′ + b′) + sx))
= { deﬁnitions of ⊕ and ⊗ }
(λ(mx, sx). a∗ ⊕ (b∗ ⊗ (mx, sx)))
where a∗ = (ma ↑ ma′ , sa + b + sa′ + b′ − b∗) and b∗ = (b + sa′ + b′) ↑ b′
We succeeded in developing ρ⊕,⊗; therefore, from Theorem 3, we can calculate the maximum subtree sum in parallel
by associating each internal node with three numbers.
4.5. Discussions
Theorem 3 shows that reduce⊕,⊗ can be implemented by using the Rake-Shunt contraction, if we provide a func-
tion ρ⊕,⊗. Note that known results [8, 12, 13] guarantee the same computational complexity from the premise. The
important point is that our parallel programs do not require any modiﬁcation of the shape of the input tree.
The previous implementation [15] also requires a similar function, and ρ⊕,⊗ is easier to develop. [15] uses
binarization, which requires to develop operations that simulate the computations on binary trees. Our implementation
does not have such diﬃculty.
This simplicity is also beneﬁcial from the perspective of eﬃciency of developed programs. Our implementation
often requires fewer primitive values and fewer units for representing partial computations. For instance, for com-
puting the maximum path weight, the previous method requires three numbers and two units, namely those for +
and ↑. For the maximum subtree sum, four numbers and three units, that of ⊕ and the left and the right units of ⊗,
are necessary. It is likely that simulating the computation on binary trees requires more information for retaining the
partial computations. Indeed, for all problems considered in [14, 15, 21], our method requires fewer primitive values,
or at least not more, than for the previous method.
It is also worth noting that the premise of Theorem 3 is very similar to those considered in the literature [4, 8, 10,
15, 17, 18, 19, 20], and we can mechanically develop ρ⊕,⊗ based on the existing parallelization methods [17, 20].
5. Experiments
We carried out an experiment so as to evaluate the eﬃciency of our implementation of the tree reduction. Its
environment consists of dual quad-core Xeon X5550 2.66-GHz CPUs, 12-GB memory, 64-bits Linux 2.6.32 (Ubuntu
10.04), and ICC 11.1 with the -O2 option.
We considered two problems in the previous section, namely the maximum path weight problem and the maxi-
mum subtree sum problem. For each problem, we developed four programs based on C++ with OpenMP: SEQ is a
sequential recursion-free program; RS is based on the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm; [15]-ND implements the
previously-proposed method [15], but it does not introduce any dummy leaves; [15]-WD implements the previously-
proposed method [15] by using dummy leaves. Note that the method [15] relies on the implementation of binary tree
skeletons. We adopt the Shunt contraction algorithm as originally suggested [5]1.
We randomly generated two input trees. Each tree consists of 225 nodes, and each node contains a 64-bits integer
from −219 to 219 − 1. TALL is a slender tall tree whose height is 220 + 1. FLAT is a ﬂat short tree whose height is 9.
Tables 1–4 summarize the results. The computational times do not include those for inputting and preprocessing
the tree, such as those for modifying the tree shape and numbering the leaves.
First, RS became slightly faster than SEQ when we used 8 cores. This implies that our approach is promising.
1 [15] considers distributed environments and thus it cannot directly be compared to our method.
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Table 1: Running times for computing the maximum path weight of FLAT (unit: second).
p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8
SEQ 0.53
RS 1.06 0.74 0.66 0.54 0.51 0.49
[15]-ND 1.58 0.73 0.67 0.53 0.50 0.49
[15]-WD 2.86 1.29 1.12 0.91 0.82 0.70
Table 2: Running times for computing the maximum path weight of TALL (unit: second).
p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8
SEQ 0.63
RS 2.05 1.05 0.90 0.75 0.64 0.62
[15]-ND 2.61 1.29 1.12 0.90 0.74 0.68
[15]-WD 4.15 2.00 1.71 1.38 1.19 1.09
Table 3: Running times for computing the maximum subtree sum of FLAT (unit: second).
p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8
SEQ 0.81
RS 1.72 0.83 0.73 0.60 0.56 0.55
[15]-ND 1.83 0.84 0.64 0.60 0.56 0.54
[15]-WD 3.30 1.49 1.26 1.03 0.92 0.86
Table 4: Running times for computing the maximum subtree sum of TALL (unit: second).
p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8
SEQ 0.79
RS 2.41 1.18 1.01 0.87 0.71 0.68
[15]-ND 2.96 1.47 1.27 1.00 0.86 0.76
[15]-WD 4.70 2.26 1.96 1.54 1.34 1.22
Nevertheless, the speedup does not match the theoretical complexity. One of the reasons is the imbalance of tasks.
Even though every processor deals with nearly the same number of leaves in Steps (2a)–(2c), those considered in Step
(2a) or (2b) could vary: a processor may come across only the rightmost leaves, whereas another may have no such.
In order to resolve this imbalance, the current implementation divides leaves into 16p chunks, and dynamically assign
each chunk to a processor that has ﬁnished its task.
Even if we take the task imbalance into account, the speedups do not seem very nice. We suspect that memory
operations form a bottleneck. Parallel tree contraction algorithms irregularly access nodes, and the irregularity may
reduce memory throughput. For providing more eﬃcient implementations, a considerable approach is to combine the
Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm with the m-bridge technique [8, 22]. The technique divides a tree into a set of
segments, each of which can be collapsed by using the primitive contraction operations, and thus, reduces the number
of memory operations. It will be also useful for providing an implementation on distributed-memory environments.
Next, let us compare the implementations. The results for two problems were very similar. [15]-WD was ap-
parently slower, which showed that it was eﬀective to avoid introducing dummy leaves. [15]-ND was as fast as RS
on FLAT, but it was slower on TALL. Since the implementation of [15] requires more numbers for retaining partial
computations, it is natural that [15]-ND is slower than RS. This overhead is not apparent on FLAT because the most
costly operation, namely merging of two partial computations, rarely occurs. It is worth noting that RS uses less space
than others because it uses fewer number of values. In summary, we can conclude that RS is the most preferable.
6. Related Works
There have been a lot of studies on parallel tree contraction algorithms, including their applications to trees that
have unbounded number of children [7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24]. Yet, most of the results have been devel-
oped from algorithmic viewpoints, and only a few [22, 25] discussed practically eﬃcient implementations. We have
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developed practically eﬃcient parallel tree contraction that can deal with arbitrary trees.
The original parallel tree contraction by Miller and Reif [7] is applicable for arbitrary trees, but it requires concur-
rent read and write. A standard method of adapting it to exclusive-read/write machines is to use its randomized variant.
The randomized variant might be practical, while deterministic algorithms can guarantee worst-case complexity.
Another well-known method of dealing with arbitrary trees is to binarize them [10, 11, 13, 15]. Though this
approach is eﬀective in theory, it is less practical as our experiment shows. Abrahamson et al. [10] proposed a
method of binarization, and claimed that the binarization is just a reinterpretation of pointers and thus introduces no
cost. Yet, the binarization makes all the nodes to be leaves and thereby makes the tree virtually larger; moreover, it
transforms the tree shape and therefore makes developments of parallel programs diﬃcult.
Miller and Teng [12] proposed a tree-contraction-based method of evaluating expressions that may form non-
binary operators. Their method does not perform binarization. Instead, in order to achieve conﬂict-free scheduling
of primitive contraction operations, their method numbers leaves for every iteration of applying Shunt operations.
Apparently, this numbering introduces additional costs.
7. Conclusion and Future Works
We have developed a new parallel tree contraction algorithm, the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm. It is a variant
of the Shunt contraction algorithm [8, 9, 10] but applicable to arbitrary trees without modifying the shape of the input.
It leads to an implementation of tree reductions, which is easier to use and more eﬃcient than the previous one.
Regrettably, there are computations that Theorem 3 cannot cope with. For instance, Miller and Reif [23] and
Diks et al. [13] showed that parallel tree contraction algorithms are potentially able to deal with those in which
computations corresponding to Rake operations cannot be performed incrementally, i.e., we cannot start a computation
for an internal node until almost all of its children are available. We would like to check whether our method is also
extensible to them.
The absence of binarization might be eﬀective when we consider combination of other parallel programming
technique. One possibility is a combination with ﬂattening technique [26, 27], in which a tree is represented by a
nested array. Another possibility is the method by Kakehi et al. [24], which is a parallel tree contraction without
parsing, namely calculating a value directly from a string that consists of brackets encoding the input tree. We believe
that such combinations could bring interesting results.
We have only considered tree reductions. Tree skeletons contain more involved computations, namely tree
accumulations [4]. A standard method of implementing tree reductions is to rewind the tree contraction proce-
dure [4, 10, 12]. Indeed, we can implement tree accumulations by the Rake-Shunt contraction algorithm based on
this strategy. This approach would provide a simpler implementation. The previous one [15] is rather complicated
because it should be careful that the binarization does not aﬀect the result. Our algorithm does not introduce such a
trouble.
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